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1 Who is the
competition?

2 And what
are they

competing for?

3 people will play and
compete all the same, but in

what

4 cometitiveness of
cultures

5 where the world is
moving to

6 profit from arts 7 arts under the
government control

8 basic instict of a
consumer

9 fear
10 sex 11 instinct of

self-preservation

12 industry's desire
and people

13 no industry's
desire and people

14 researchers

15 economical
conditions

16 balance of
interests

17 competitive style of
quality management

18 Who?

19 Quality=OK

20

21 global postulate

22

23 strategies

24
CONSTRUCTION

ECONOMICS
AND STATISTICS

Measuring the
Competitiveness of

the UK Construction
Industry 25 paradigm

26 globalization

27 technologies

28 misbalance

29 socio-cultural aspecs
of the organization

30 technological aspects
of the organization

31 society

32 quality

33 value

.
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41 Perhaps you should describe "value" first
so you can define Quality. I don't see the

definition you are using for this paper defined
any where

42 Each person in his/her life
develops their own

understanding of value

43 examination

12 industry's desire
and people 0

13 no industry's desire
and people 0

14 researchers 0

15 economical
conditions 0

16 balance of
interests 0

17 competitive style of
quality management 0

24 CONSTRUCTION
ECONOMICS AND

STATISTICS Measuring the
Competitiveness of the UK

Construction Industry 0

44 definitions of
"Quality"

45 Five dimentions of a
socio-cultural system

46 there can not be a clearly
formulated definition of "value" with

the "examination" process

47 socio-cultural
system ?

48 formulation of
"value"

49 postulates

50 quality

51 postulates

52 algorithm
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61 What is your definition
of a Mechanistic view?

62 Why is it insufficient?

41 Perhaps you should describe "value" first
so you can define Quality. I don't see the

definition you are using for this paper defined
any where 0

42 Each person in his/her life
develops their own

understanding of value 0

43 examination 0

12 industry's desire
and people 0 0

13 no industry's desire
and people 0 0

14 researchers 0 0

15 economical
conditions 0 0

16 balance of
interests 0 0

17 competitive style of
quality management 0 0

24 CONSTRUCTION
ECONOMICS AND

STATISTICS
Measuring the

Competitiveness of the
UK Construction

Industry 0 0

44 definitions of
"Quality" 0

45 Five dimentions of a
socio-cultural system 0

46 there can not be a clearly
formulated definition of "value" with

the "examination" process 0

47 socio-cultural
system ? 0

48 formulation of
"value" 0

49 postulates 0

50 quality 0

51 postulates 0

52 algorithm 0

See Page 2
Comment 2

description and
figure

63 recruiting ?

64 defending work
through open media ?

65 technical
councils ?

66 defending work
through research ?

67 leader

68 self-organizing
industry

70 Genotypic factors play an important role
not only in the appearance of physical illness,
but also in the development of abnormalities in

human mental activity.

71 fuzziness of the company's rules
and regulations, appearance of

Employee Assistance Programs (EAP)

<69 Social-ethical Issues:
Mistakes -Experience-

Economy>
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Mechanistic View.

The essence of mechanical understanding of the nature, which is also called the kinetic theory of  matter, consists in the following, that the
various physical phenomena are explained through  mechanical movements of environments or particles. Such idea was stated in his time by
R. Descartes. This idea confronted to the scholastic physics of the latent qualities in according to which any body has those or other
properties due to the latent qualities inherent in it.

Figure 1. Shift of Paradigm
[Source: Gharajedaghi, J. (1999). Systems Thinking: Managing Chaos and Complexity: A Platform for Designing Business Architecture,

Boston: Butterworth Heinemann]
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81 What are the key challenges?

82 Quality Concepts

83 Their Value

84 the Ground

85 Convergence

86 Quality Management

87 Systems Thinking

88 Developing

88 U.S. Shipbuilding

89 Goals 90 strategic issues 91 strategic
problems

92 options
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101 This really needs more explanation.

102 Quality itself is
neutral

103 quality associated
with “value”

104 positive
quality

105 negative
quality 106 Table 1.

Definitions of Quality

107 connection to the
specific socio-cultural

system

108 Is this relations between people?

109 between objects?

110 Are you just stating that value is a metric?

111 Not sure what you are trying to convey.

112 cost effective
benefits

113 at the
present time

114 no
connection with

the specific
socio-cultural

system

115 "value" does
not work

116 examination

117 quality
118 value

119 quality is only a tool
in the discussion through
the balance of interests

-
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130 This seems like a
very restrictive view of

Value. Limiting it to
regulating and maintaining
interpersonal relationship

seems to diminish the
usefulness of the concept
to organizational behavior

and organizational
decision making.

131This seems to imply
that if I am stuck alone on
an island, the concept of
value has no meaning.

1 Who is the
competition?

0

2 And what
are they

competing for?
0

3 people will play and
compete all the same, but in

what 0

4 cometitiveness of
cultures 0

5 where the world is
moving to 0

6 profit from arts 0 7 arts under the
government control 0

8 basic instict of a
consumer 0

9 fear 0
10 sex 0 11 instinct of

self-preservation 0

12 industry's desire
and people 1

13 no industry's desire
and people 1

14 researchers 1

15 economical
conditions 1

16 balance of
interests 1

17 competitive style of
quality management 1

18 Who? 0

19 Quality=OK 0

20 0

21 global
postulate 0

22 0

23 strategies 0

24
CONSTRUCTION

ECONOMICS
AND STATISTICS

Measuring the
Competitiveness of

the UK Construction
Industry 1

25 paradigm 0

26 globalization 0

27 technologies 0

28 misbalance 0

29 socio-cultural aspecs
of the organization 0

30 technological aspects
of the organization 0

31 society 0

32 quality 0

33 value 0

. 0

101 This really needs more
explanation. 0

132 intersect of
questions
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140 What is a representation of
value in a technology? This

sentence makes no sense to me.

4 cometitiveness of
cultures 1

5 where the world is
moving to 1

6 profit from arts 1 7 arts under the
government control 1

8 basic instict of a
consumer 1

9 fear 1
10 sex 1 11 instinct of

self-preservation 1

20 1

21 global
postulate 1

141 all technologis
work in contact

with this postulate

142 each technology has
"value" for addressing this

postulate

143 concept
"quality"

144 specific
socio-cultural system

145 technologies are
developed by people

146 any person is a
member of a

socio-cultural system
103 quality associated

with “value” 0

104 positive
quality 0

105 negative
quality 0

147 "a free flow of goods" from
the ASNE 2012 Day speaker

presentation

148 products 149 technologies 150 assistance
151 "stuck alone on

an island" person

152 USA
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160 How does this value differ
from the other two?

161 quality of the
product

162 value

163 examination

164 socio-cultural
system

165 a person

166 five dimentions of a
socio-cultural system

167 technology

168 mission ?

169 strategy ?

170 balance of
interests

171 negative
quality172 cometitive style of

quality management

173 positive
quality

174 Existing
adaptors

175 strategy of the
industry events
(conferences,

symposiums, other
events) of the year

176
underdeveloped

feedback
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180 What happens if we don't do it.

181 "Requires" is a pretty strong word.

182 Are there alternatives?
183 economy

184 global economy

185 industry

186 shibuilding industry

187 specific shipbuilding
organization

189 same order
formations190 strong impact

191 mutually
interactive

192 influence on the
global postulate "21"

193 modification of "five
dimesions of a socio-cultural

system"

194 USA ability to provide "a
free flow of goods"

195

196 very strong
postulate

197 examination

198 quaility

199 value

200 socio-cultural
system

201 examination

202 formulation

203 mission

204 strategy

205 postulates
206 algorithm

207
208 Goal

development
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210 How does this differ
from LEAN concepts?

211 6Sigma

212 Lean Sigma
213 New

teaching plan
for ICRA

(Innovation,
Configuration,

Realization, and
Attenuation.)

214 building on the
foundation of

important ideas

215
concentration on
small scale tasks

216 short term
plans

217 spread over
the all structures
of the company

218 change of
instructors is not

required

219 future Six
Sigma

220 bringning new more
specific and less expensive

knowledge

221 visible terms

222

223 SixSigma
Program Postulates

224 Comments:

225 OK for
Walmart

226 OK for
Rolls-Royce

227 Mikel Harry,
Ph.D

228 not for
shuipbuilding industry

229 "In this article, we
provide a foundation with

methods and tools to deploy
lean based on holistic

systems thinking."

230 http://mena
wat.com/lean-s
ystems-thinking

.aspx

231 for shipbuilding
industry

235 abstract
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240 I have a hard time understanding
how Cognitive mapping creates the
future through making sense of the

past. A bit more explanation is called
for here.

241 Simple System Dynamics
Stock-Flow-Feedback Loop

Structure (source:
http://www.systemdynamics.org)

242 "Lean" is built on people with limited experience
that are making decision intuitively and want to see a

future of their product with the abstract understanding
of quality concepts without connection to any

socio-cultural system

243 Value of quality is completly abstracted, to "unkown"

244 Systems Thinking
- See text notes
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Figure A: Simple System Dynamics Stock-Flow-Feedback Loop Structure (source: http://www.systemdynamics.org)

"When a person dismounted a world apart, he ceased to understand the laws not only divine but human" 
Lao Tzu

"The serious problems we face can not be solved at the same level of thinking at which they occurred."
Albert Einstein

The systems approach to understand an object can be viewed as a synthesis of intuitive and analytical methods. It denies an attempt to
deduce properties of the whole to the properties of its parts, but borrows from the analytical approach the interest to the internal structure of
the object. At first it put forward a set of system properties, which are generally not inherent by the components of the system, when taken
separately. This approach focuses on those interactions, which become the cause of system properties. In a sense, we return to a holistic view
of the object, which is typical for the  intuitive approach.
"The Art of Systems Thinking : Essential Skills for Creativity and Problem Solving" by Joseph O'Connor, Ian McDermott
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Ludwig von Bertalanffy, one of the founders of general systems theory, defines the basic principle of system approach (in his own words,
"trivial in principle, but is associated with numerous problems in the practical application"):
"Properties and ways of functioning of the higher levels can not be explained by summing the properties and methods of operation of their
components, taken in isolation from each other. However, if we know the components of the ensemble and the existing links between them,
we can derive higher levels of the components. "

The principles of systems thinking (ST) by Peter Senge
“Systems thinking is an application of general principles of a systematic approach, especially in business and organizations, but not limited
to it. Systems thinking comprises a set of principles and tools of various levels, usually of a qualitative nature used to identify systems, their
research and work with them.”

Some features of the systems
1. In the systems are often detected contours of positive and negative feedback, as well as more complex (but repetitive) patterns collected
from these relationships (system archetypes). Negative feedback stabilizes the system while maintaining its existence, but also may impede
change.

2. By virtue of the presence of feedback systems are often characterized by circular causality or conditioning (A → B → C → A → B → ...
etc.), as opposed to linear causality, where one can clearly distinguish between cause and effect (A → B → C). In the case of circular
causality that distinction (Bateson called it a "punctuation") is conditional. People who are not aware of its conventionality, often have hot
and fruitless debates about punctuation ("who first began, and who only adequately answered").

3. When using ST methods is often appears that an object or process we are interested in is integrated into the wider system and its behavior
is largely determined by just that, not only by its internal structure. It is therefore advisable not only to go "inside" but "outside" as well - to
look not only at the internal structure of what we are interested in, but also to those external objects or processes that may form together with
it the wider system. Hence - the importance of "broad-minded," or the proper definition of the boundaries when working with systems.

4. Systems often have several levels of organization (strictly speaking, they, at least two - the level of the whole and the level of the parts, but
often there are more). With this, as well with the possible delays in the feedbacks, there is a presence of multiple time scales in the system
(Senge, "The behavior initially improves, but only later gets worse") and the importance of «long view», a view at the system in the long
term.
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5. The behavior of the system is often counter-intuitive - our everyday intuition does not work with circular causality, and some other
features of the systems (for example, the exponential growth characteristic for systems with positive feedback). It is associated with the need
for systems thinking as a distinct discipline.

Why do we need a systemic way of thinking:

• Systems thinking - one of the key ways to create innovation.

The methods of systems thinking:

• Eliyahu M Goldratt’s Theory of Constraints
• Simulation 
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250 This needs a little more
explanation. Private shipbuilders

are largely publicly traded
companies that are charged with

increasing shareholder value.

251 "private" effect

252 Self-organizing principle

253 non-commercial sector
of U.S. shipbuilding industry

254 is directed to

255 the accumulation of
engineering knowledge and

innovation

256 to the creation of a
vehicle for collective

reputations

257 through balance
of interests

258 competitive style of
quality management

259 5%study
graph

260

261262 number of
errors

263

264 stabilzation of
errors

265 vector of
competitiveness

266 vectors of
errors

!

!!

>

267 egocracy
268 international

shipbuilding industry

269 "free flow of goods"

270 ?
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Figure 1.  "5%" study (courtesy of Prof. Steven Walk, Director of Laboratory for Technology Forecasting at Old Dominion University)
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290 Only if they have the
correct talents

291 more than one style of
quality management

292 see "company
collective reputations"

diagram

293 each style has
talents

294 School mission
for young women,
future engineers

295 all educational
institution of the USA

296 related to the
shipbilding industry

297 sea law " to protect
a free flow of goods"

298 America is an
international country

299 American
education

300 American
passport

301 with education
identified

302 entery/exit in
the USA

303 document-contract
for work in the USA

304 Main characteristic:
not usable outside of the

USA

305 inqury to the American
educational institutions for its

dynamics of use
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School mission for young women, future engineers

One of the schools in Connecticut has the following mission:
Our Mission
Miss Porter's School educates young women to become informed, bold, resourceful and ethical global citizens. We expect our graduates to
shape a changing world.

Our Vision
In keeping with our founder's vision, Miss Porter's School joins tradition with innovation to provide an exemplary education to young
women. Generation after generation, our leadership is defined by our ability to articulate how young women think, how young women learn,
and why gender matters. Within our legacy lies our future.

Our Core Characteristics
The Miss Porter's School community cultivates and commends the following core characteristics:
• Intellectual Curiosity
• Leadership
• Global Citizenship
• Integrity
• Courage
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310 This connection needs more
explanation. The revenue is a

function of the profit share line and
incentives negotiated in the

contract and the ability of the
company to produce an

acceptable product at the lowest
cost.

311 So I'm not sure how this
translates into increasing value in

the social structures. In many cases
revenue for the shipbuilders has
been enhanced through lawsuits

and other activities that increased
disharmony in government-industry

relations.

312 see "A Story"

313 to develop draft
legislation introducing tax
relief for highly innovative

companies to help the
USA retain businesses

creating patents

314 trip report

315 as a part of the
reserach work

315 monthly
work report 316 annual

research work

317 research work
defense in front of the

councils

318 councils provide
recommendation to leave an
employee/ to recruit another
candidate for this position

319 basis for
the trip

320 financial

321 technical

322 legal

323 innovational

324
example:
speaker's

presentation

325 for students

326 for engineers

327 for executives

328 for quality
management

329 company
presidents

330 decision
package

331 cost effective
solutions

259 5%study
graph 0

260 0

261 0262 number of
errors 0

263 0

264 stabilzation of
errors 0

265 vector of
competitiveness 0

266 vectors of
errors 0

! 0

!! 0

> 0
?!
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340 I don't think you defined a
quality concept architecture.

341 article

342 examination

343 styles of qulaity
management

251 "private"
effect 0

252 Self-organizing
principle 0

253 non-commercial sector
of U.S. shipbuilding industry

0

254 is directed
to 0

255 the accumulation of
engineering knowledge and

innovation 0

256 to the creation of a
vehicle for collective

reputations 0

257 through balance
of interests 0

258 competitive style of
quality management 0

267 egocracy 0
268 international

shipbuilding industry 0

269 "free flow of
goods" 0
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350 Quality is only one element of the
model. Why must it be improved and

not the other three? Could we increase
efficiency by leaving Quality alone and
soley looking at Value, Revenue, and

Talent?

351 revenue

352 talents in
industry

353 quality of
product

354 value

355 socio-cultural
system

356 component that
forms a socio-cultural

system

R

357 moving around
complementing each other

358 "free flow of
goods"

359 5% of
incomplete

360 affordability

361 "vale" emergence

362 abstract
understanding of value

(present time)

,
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370 This is a pretty simple model.
How will system dynamics

modeling be applied to this model?

371 your comments =
context for loop elements

372 one level of SD
modeling

373 another level of
SD modeling

1 metal
work 4

2 welding 4
3 equipment

fitting 4
4 vessel

delivery 4
5 analysis 4

374 time
schedule

375 delivery
time

376 quality of
welding

377 combination
by fitting

378 etc
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380 I'm not sure what this means.
What are the molecules an analogy to?

Is it to the individual actions of the
employees? If so, what evidence do

have to say it is in equilibrium?

390 What do you mean by it not
being feasible. If this is the current
state of the shipbuilding industry,

and it exists, then is it not feasible?
What is not feasible?

400 What do you mean by
"Self-protection is based on the unlimited

resources of advanced technologies."
410 What do you

mean bye
traditionalism and

why is it bad?

420 Which example are you
talking about? I don't

understand the reference.

430 An analogy is useful for
understanding a new concept, but it isn't a

factual basis for it. Why do you believe
the analogy to a heat transfer problem will

be applicable to a social issue?

440 Equilibrium can cause structures
too. they are just different.

450 Why do you say this?
What evidence do you have?

460 How does this Systems Thinking
differ from the LEAN initiatives and

TQM of the past 20 years?

470 Why the shipbuilding industry? Is there
something unique here that lends this

particular industry to this line of research?

480 This concept of defining "managing for
quality at the system level means sharing of
people's cultures and values and how they
interact and cooperate." It's not clear that
you've established this equality. Why are

there not any other options?

381 see 5% study
graph

391 balance of
interests

392 Figure 3 Left
part

393 Figure 3
Middle part

394 Figure 3
Right part

401 new advanced technologies
lead to stabilization in the

number of errors

402 In many cases its based on the
efforts of lobbyists interacting with

Congress.

403 see horisontal sections
on the error S-shapes

404 technologies have
no contact with lobbies

405 technology
for specification

requirments

406 technology used on
the plant recived a contract

407 effectiveness
of use

408 an issue

409 conditions

411 "There are many people in the world who,
while claiming thirty-plus years' experience, actually
have one year's experience thirty times – they do
not reflect and cannot learn” John L.W. Beckford

412 See "The principles of
systems thinking (ST) by Peter
Senge" on Page 3 Comment 3

421 See page 3
comment 4

431 during
Liberty ships

432 large number of
army/navy service
men/women after

WWII

433 Mission of Miss Porter
School (see Page 3

Comment 5)

434 foundation

441 Equilibrium is a transition
from 394 to 392, stable

condition is 392

442 loss of
education (heat)

391 balance of
interests 0

451 See Page 3 Comment 6 “
A Story” slides attached as a

separate file

461 see Page 3
Comment 2

471 See Page 3 Comment 6 “
A Story” slides attached as a

separate file

481 Mission of Miss Porter
School (see Page 3

Comment 5)

482 strategy of the industry events
(conferences, symposiums, other

events) of the year

483 to develop draft legislation
introducing tax relief for highly

innovative companies to help the
USA retain businesses creating

patents

--
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Figure 1.  "5%" study (courtesy of Prof. Steven Walk, Director of Laboratory for Technology Forecasting at Old Dominion University)
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500 I still don't understand
what you mean by either

quality or value, hence I'm
not sure of your objective.

510 You may have difficulty
working with the shipyards here
because I'm not confident that

your definition of Quality is
aligned with the definition of
Quality used in the shipyards.

520 It's not clear how the
questionnaires will be used to

implement the process in Figure 4.
Some explanation of the individual

steps is warranted. I'm not sure what
you mean each of the blocks.

530 I can't figure out what you are
trying to say with this paragraph.

501 See "Page 2
Comment 1"

511 "See Page 2
Comment 1"

521 See "Page 2
Comment 1"

531 See "Page 2
Comment 1"
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600 This is the first time that
customer requirements have been
mentioned in the paper, and it is in

the conclusion. Needs to be
discussed in the body of the text.

610 Seems like you should
have "value" in here too!

620 This is the first place that
research on teaching methods are

discussed (in the conclusion?)

630 I think you should try to get an
understanding of how TQM and LEAN

was applied in the shipyards, what
worked, and what didn't work. What
elements of TQM and LEAN are still

actively used in the industry.

640 How will your method differ from
what was used in the past and avoid the
problems encountered with TQM and

LEAN.

650 Incomplete
reference

700 This was actually
published in 1974

710 Perhaps a
different font would
work better here.

601 Paradigm

602 globalization

603 non-commercial
sector shipbuilding

604 article
abstract

604 customer

605 See Page 3 Comment 6 “
A Story” slides attached as a

separate file

611 "quality system" =
quality concept +value

621 examination

622 conclusions

623 teaching
methods

624 teaching methods are
not a subject for examination

229 "In this article, we provide a
foundation with methods and tools to
deploy lean based on holistic systems

thinking." 0

230
http://menawat.com/lean-systems-thinking.aspx 0

235 abstract 0

701 editorial
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